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STENOGRAPHIC REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE

FIRST CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN

BIBLE LEAGUE-Continued

[The Report of the Convention in the May number of "The Bible Student and Teach-

er" closed with the address of Professor Howard Osgood, on "The Identity of the Present

Views with Those Propagated One Hundred Years Ago," under the General Theme, "The

Groundlessness of the Present Rationalistic Claims ." Dr. Osgood's address may be placed

under the First Special Topic of that theme : "Exploded Theories Revived to be Again

Exploded." The Report is resumed in the present number with the address of Rev. Dr.

Wolf, following up the same subject. ]

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION, MAY 4

3:30 P. M. President William Phillips Hall in the Chair

Third General Topic-Continued

“ GROUNDLESSNESS OF THE PRESENT RATIONALISTIC

CLAIMS

"EXPLODED THEORIES REVIVED TO BE AGAIN EXPLODED "

President Hall : As the subject dis-

cussed by Professor Woif falls into line

with that treated by Dr. Osgood, I shall

take the liberty of calling for it before

the address of President Weidner, whose

name appears next on the program, but

who is to discuss a different phase of the

proposition before us. It gives me pleas-

ure to introduce to you Professor Ed-

mund J. Wolf, D.D. , LL.D. , of the Theo-

logical Seminary at Gettysburg, Pa. , and

President of the Lutheran General Syn-

od. Professor Wolf will now address

you .

ADDRESS OF REV. DR. EDMUND J. WOLF

"The Tubingen Cyclone "

The Sacred Scriptures have weathered

many a tempest. Sixty years ago they

encountered a storm so fierce that timid

minds listening to its roar almost gave

up for lost the vessel which bears in its

cabin our Lord and Savior. The waves

of criticism threatened to engulf the

body of the New Testament. Ali the

resources of historical learning, all the

weapons of philological lore, all the im-

plications of philosophical postulates,

were combined for its destruction. The

students, the experts, the specialists. the

masters, all joined in decrying the tradi-
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ADDRESS OF PROFESSOR ROBERT DICK WILSON

"Groundless Attacks in the Field of Oriental Scholarship '

As the time allotted to me is limited,

I shall speak merely upon the ground-

lessness of certain of the attacks made

upon the Scriptures in the region of

palæography and philology.

But before plunging into my subject

let me state that in my opinion the only

way in which the conservative party can

maintain its position in the field of

Biblical criticism is by showing that the

premises of the radical critics are false ;

by showing, through a more thorough

investigation of the facts, that the

foundations upon which the magnificent

structures of the radical critics rest are

indeed groundless, unscientific and illog-

ical, unproven and often incapable of

proof.

The Attack in the Field of Palæography

1. I remark that many of the premises

of the radical critics are fallacious, be-

cause of assumptions based upon an un-

justifiable use of the vowel letters and

signs.

It is a point admitted by writers of all

schools, that the vowel points of the

Massoretic text were not fixed till some

centuries after Christ. A study of the

variants of the Hebrew MSS. will show

further that there is scarcely an internal

vowel letter that has been invariably

written either fully or defectively. The

omission of all internal vowel letters (as

well as word signs) is shown conclu-

sively, also, on the inscriptions of the

ancient Phenicians, Aramæans, Moabites

and Hebrews. Now, in view of these

facts, what do you think of arguments

like the following?

Wellhausen says (on page 389 of his

History of Israel) , that

Za-kar; "male" is in earlier times

Za-kur; for this is the writing of

Ex. xxiii . 17; xxxiv. 23 ; Deut. xvi. 16;

xx. 13 ; and if it is right in these pas-

sages, as we can not doubt it is, it must

be introduced in Ex. xxxiv. 19 ; Deut.

xv. 19 ; 1 K. xi. 15 , seq. , as well. In the

priestly code, Za-khar occurs with great

frequency and elsewhere only in the later

literature, Deut. iv. 16 ; Is . lxvi . 7;

Judges xxi. 11, 12, etc."

You all see, that if the vowels did not

""

exist in the original text, that the docu-

ments of the original text can not be dis-

tinguished by the vowels of that text.

2. The second palæographical assump-

tion arises from wilful changes made in

the consonantal text.

By wilful changes, I mean those for

which there is no evidence in MSS. , or

versions, or palæography, or the monu-

ments. The worst sinners in this respect

are Professors Klostermann, of Kiel,

and Cheyne, of Oxford.

In his latest word, Biblia Critica, just

coming out, Prof. Cheyne attempts to

reconstruct the text of the Old Testa-

ment on a theory so incredible, so en-

tirely without any foundation in facts,

historical and textual, that it seems to

me, to surpass all the groundless theories

that have before been proposed.

Did you ever hear of the Jerahmeelites?

They are mentioned once in the Bible

and their progenitor Jerahmeel once also.

Now could you believe it possible, that

a professor in Oxford would attempt to

string the whole text of the Prophets

and Histories of the Old Testament upon

the thread of this word, which he has

inserted times almost innumerable in the

four parts of his work already published ?

One can not but wonder, whether Pro-

fessor Cheyne ever expected anybody to

accept as fact these fanciful reconstruc-

tions of his. I can perceive how the

radical critics might in despair give up

all attempts to reconstruct the original

text of the Scriptures ; but I can not un-

derstand why they do not, one and all,

perceive that any attempt to reconstruct

the text out of their own heads , is

doomed to failure. One Oxford Profes-

sor tried to reconstruct the original He-

brew text of Ecclesiasticus, by re-trans-

lating it from the Greek and Syrian ver-

sions. When the original Hebrew text

was found, his text agreed with the orig-

inal in only three places out of 100!

Would you like to have a sample of

Professor Cheyne's method? On page

135, he asserts that "corruptions based

on transpositions are common ;" and
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hence he changes the word tomekh into

maakhath. But notice : ( 1) That there

is no MS. nor version, that supports

this change ; and (2) that such transpo-

sitions can not, comparatively speaking,

be called common. For the past fifteen

years I have been making a collection of

such transpositions for which there is

authority in the MSS., parallel passages,

versions, or critical editions (including

large parts of the Polychrome Bible) ,

and so far my list counts sixty-four ex-

amples in all. When you consider that

these examples are collected from the

whole Bible, and that the consonant let-

ters in the Bible number about 1,200,000,

you will perceive that these changes

number about one in 18,000 from all

sources whatsoever. But (3 ) , even if the

instances of simple transposition were

much more numerous, what Professor

Cheyne claims in the case before us, is

not a simple transposition of two let-

ters ; but the 1st is made the 4th, the 3rd

the Ist, the 4th the 3rd, and the 2nd is

changed from one letter to another,

which it resembles in no Semitic aipha-

bet as yet discovered!

3. The third palæographical assump-

tion arises from ignorance of the He-

brew, or from a misunderstanding of

some version of it.

Some critics are always on the lookout

for variants. When they do not see the

connection in meaning between the He-

brew word and its version, they jump at

the conclusion that there has either been

a change in the original or that the trans-

lators have misunderstood their text.

An example of what I mean is to be

found in 1 Sam. xiii.6, when the Book

renders the Hebrew word by a word

meaning "grave." Ewald, the great critic

of the middle of the last century, asserted

that the Hebrew word here used did not

mean "grave," but "tower;" and, hence,

many critics rejected the Hebrew text,

because, they said, people do not hide in

towers, and generally adopted the Greek

version as giving the true meaning.

Klostermann proceeds to reconstruct the

Hebrew text by changing the present

Hebrew word to another one which

means "sepulchres." Now the fallacy here

lies in assuming a variation where there

is none. The Greek is right in having

the word for "grave." The Hebrew word

found in the text also means "grave." If

you would look in the Arabic dictionary

you would find the exact philological

equivalent of the Hebrew used ordinarily

in the sense of "grave." The variation is

the figment of the critic's imagination.

And the persistence in claiming that

there is a variation is one evidence

among many that there is a traditional

interpretation among the radical as well

as among the conservative critics .

4. But the most groundless of all of

the assumptions of the radical critics

with regard to the text of the Old Tes-

tament Scriptures is that the text, as it

emerged into historic times , had already

been so changed from its original form

as to be utterly unrecognizable by its

own composers.

Yet what convincing evidence is there

to prove that such radical changes were

ever made in the original text of the Old

Testament? None whatsoever, except

an analogy derived from the Egyptian

and Babylonian liturgies and legends .

No trace of any such radical changes can

be found in the parallel portions of the

Old Testament, nor in any statements

of the Scriptures, nor in any tradition of

the Jews. On the contrary, so far back

as we can go with MSS. and versions

(i. e., to 200 B. C. ) , the evidence is over-

whelming and convincing, that in general

no changes, even in sporadic cases of

consonantal letters, have been made in

the text of the Old Testament ; except

such as might occur in the copying or

translating of any document, especially

one of a long past age. The Egyptian

papyri, recently discovered and pub-

lished, some of them more than 2,000

years old, show that some of the frag-

ments of the Classics differ by not a sin-

gle letter from the texts of the ordinary

text-books now used in the preparatory

schools. No evidence has yet been

found in support of a tendency theory on

the part of either copyists, or translators,

of the Old Testament, except, perhaps,

in the case of two or three books of the

LXX., and in a few changes in the Tar-
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gums. Such tendency theories are an-

other creature of the critics ' imagination.

The only tendency theory that the au-

thors of the Old Testament Scriptures

recognize is that which tends from the

Paradise of the fall to the Cross of

Calvary, and from the Cross of Calvary

to the Paradise of the redeemed.

The Attack in the Field of Philology.

In the second place, the groundless-

ness of the radical attack may be shown

in the field of philology.

1. The first of the many false assump-

tions are those made as to the meaning,

the origin, and the use of words.

Time forbids that I should mention

more than one or two examples of these

kinds of assumptions. Their wide-reach-

ing character can be judged , however,

from one as well as from many examples.

Let us take the Aramaic word for

King as an example of a false assump-

tion based on the meaning of a word.

Belshazzar, as you know, is said in the

Aramaic portion of Daniel to have been

king of Babylon. Now, inasmuch as the

monuments do not state that Belshazzar

was ever king in the sense that Neb-

uchadnezzar and Nabonaid were ; it has

been assumed that he could have been

king in no sense at all.

To harmonize the monuments with

Daniel, it is only necessary to remember

that the Aramaic word mal-kah, “"king,"

is equivalent to two, or more, words

found in the Assyrio-Babylonian or He-

brew. In the Aramaic, the word mal-

kah, "king," is used, not merely of the

emperor of the Greeks, and of the shah-

in-shah, the king of kings , the king of

Persia ; but also of the mayor of a city

or of a village, or of the chief of a tribe.

Belshazzar may have been king of the

city of Babylon, while his father was

king of the land.

The second word which I shall men-

tion illustrates the fallacies based upon

false assumptions as to the origin and

use of words. I shall take the familiar

New Testament word korban, "a gift."

Wellhausen asserts that this word is a

late importation into the Hebrew from

the Aramaic ; that it occurs nowhere in

the Pentateuch, except in the Priestly

Code; and that its presence there is an

evidence of the late date of that work.

Now, inasmuch as both the root and

the derivative are found in Arabic and

Assyrio- Babylonian, as well as in H'e-

brew and Aramaic, is it not most prob-

able that both root and derivative were

used by the primitive Semites ; and,

hence, that in their use there is no in-

dication of derivation, or date? Well-

hausen, at least, gives no evidence except

his mere assertion that the Hebrews de-

rived the word from the Aramæans.

2. The second philological assumption

is that the date of books can be deter-

mined from the use of sporadic forms

and of once-written words, to many of

which the indefinite term "Aramaism"

is applied.

But notice, first , that as to the relations

existing in early times between the He-

brews and the Aramæan peoples, aside

from the statements of the Scriptures,

we know absolutely nothing. So far as

Aramaisms are concerned, there are no

conclusive grounds for asserting that a

book like Ecclesiastes must have been

written in the age of the Maccabees

rather than in that of Solomon. A large

proportion of the words which even con-

servative critics supposed a few years

ago to be Aramaisms, can now be shown

not to be necessarily such at all. In

Keil's "Introduction to Ecclesiastes,"

about half of the most important words,

which he classes as Aramaisms , are found

in Arabic and Assyrian as well. The pre

sumption is that they are all from primi-

tive Semite roots and that they might

have occurred in any book which was

written at any time in the history of the

Hebrews, or of any other Semitic people.

3. The third philological assumption

lies in the contention that the employ-

ment of certain words rather than others

implies a difference of author, or date,

rather than a difference of idea to be

expressed, or a different way of express-

ing the ideas.

This assumption lies at the basis of the

divisive hypothesis of the Pentateuch.

Without going into a discussion of the

words for God, about which there is so

much that is disputable, let us take the
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word "subdue" [ Note. qa-vash] as an

example of the fallacy that diction alone

is an indication of a separate document,

or a different author. This word is said

to be indicative of P. If this were so,

if a characteristic of P lies in the word

here used, we should expect to find J

or E using some other word to express

the idea "subdue." As a matter of fact,

however, we find no word for "subdue"

in either J or E. J, to be sure, uses twice

a verb "to bow down." [ Note. ka-ra' ] ,

which in the causative means "to sub-

due." A third word, the causative of the

word "to humble" [Note. ka-na' ] , is

used once in P and once in D. The two

other words used in Hebrew to denote

the idea of subduing [ Note. da-var and

ra-dad], do not occur in the Pentateuch .

It will thus be seen, that of the five

Hebrew words meaning "subdue," P em-

ploys two (of which D once uses one) ;

but J and E never use any one of the

five. Any difference, therefore, between

P and JE is one of idea and not of words

to express the idea. Nor could anyone

maintain, that either the word or the

idea may have been unknown to the

writers of J or E. The Hebrew word

for "subdue" found in Genesis I. is

found, also, in Assyrio-Babylonian, Ara-

maic and Arabic. Hence, it may be as-

sumed, in the absence of all evidence to

the contrary, to have belonged to the

primitive Semitic language ; and, if it be-

longed to the primitive language, there

is no reason why it may not have been

used at any time in the history of any

one of its descendants. That the idea

expressed by the word "subdue" may

have been unknown to the authors of J

or E, is a supposition which, in view of

the endless subjugations of nature and

man revealed by the monuments and lan-

guages of ancient nations , is too prepos-

terous for sober discussion.

In the second place, a difference of

words, involved in the same general idea,

does not necessarily imply a different

author, nor a separate document; but

may rather imply a fine discrimination

of synonyms, or a slightly different way

of expressing the same idea . Take, for

example, the words for "likeness,"

"form ," etc. P alone used the words

"image" (shadow) and "likeness" [ Note.

tse-lem and d'mooth] ; but only in

Gen. I. and V. P and D both use "pat-

tern" (form or build [ Note. tav-neeth] ,

D and E use the word for "form.”

[Note. t'moo-nah a word of unknown

origin and doubtful meaning . ] Now, if

a difference of words to express the same

general idea implies a difference of au-

thorship or document ; we would here

have three Ps and two Ds, and the as-

sumption would be that no author can

ever use a synonym. But, if they ex-

press simply a different shade of mean-

ing under the same general idea, their

use is no indication of separate docu-

ments or different authors. Whichever

horn of the dilemma the critic takes, he

stands to fall .

4. The fourth and last philological as-

sumption that I shall mention is that

made by Frederich Delitzsch and others

when they assert, without any sufficient

evidence from the vocabulary, that the

Hebrews derived their religious ideas

from the Babylonians.

Two years ago, I made an exhaustive

comparative study of the vocabularies of

the four great Semitic languages , espe-

cially of the words found in Hebrew and

Babylonian , with the following result :

I found that while there were many

words common to all the Semitic lan-

guages ; that these words were most

common in the lower spheres of life ;

and that, as you rise from the physical

and phenomenal to the mental and re-

ligious spheres, the similarities of the

vocabularies become less and less ; until

when you come to the highest sphere of

all (the doctrines of God , sin, grace,

pardon, salvation, faith, the Messiah,

and the kingdom of God) , the vocabular-

ies have become largely distinct, and the

ideas in great measure dissimilar.

To those who would magnify the in-

fluence of the ancient Babylonian upon

the ideas of the Israelites, let me empha-

size the fact, that the stories of the

creation and the flood, the belief in the

existence of angels, the observance of a

Sabbath, and the use of sacrifices and of

the name Jehovah (one or all of which
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are certainly found in the monuments

to have prevailed in the age of Abra-

ham) , do not invalidate the Scriptures,

but rather confirm them. The remarkable

thing is, that we find such close resem-

blances of names and institutions in Gen-

esis and so few in Exodus and Leviticus.

While on this part of my subject and

in conclusion, I can not refrain from call-

ing the attention of this audience to the

long line of opposition between the re-

ligions and the policy of the Hebrews and

Babylonians, which extends from the time

when Abraham was called out of Ur of the

Chaldees to leave his country and his

kindred, until, in the Apocalypse and the

later Jewish literature, Babylon became

the height and front of the offending

against the kingdom of the God of Israel.

All through that extended and extensive

literature of the ancient Hebrews, all

through those long annals of the Assy-

rians and Babylonians, wherever the He-

brews and the Assyrio-Babylonians were

brought into contact, it was by way of

opposition. The only exceptions were in

the cases of some weakling, Jehovah-dis-

trusting kings. But with these excep-

tions, prophets and kings and poets em-

phasize and reiterate the antagonism , es-

sential and eternal, existing between the

worship of Jehovah and the worship of

the idols of Babylon. And when the

children of Israel had been carried away

to the rich plains of Babylon, so beauti-

ful, so vast, was it as a Greek patriot to

the Athens of his dreams, or a Scotsman

to his "ain countrie?" Not thus. But

they wept when they remembered Zion :

"How shall we sing the Lord's songs in

a strange land?" Not thus does the

Catholic pilgrim sing when he treads the

streets of papal Rome and stands in awe

beneath the dome of St. Peter's. Not

thus does the Arab Hadji pray when he

bows within the sacred precincts of the

Kaaba. But thus has every Jew through-

out the ages felt, the record of whose

thoughts and feelings has been pre-

served to us ; and thus does every child

of Abraham according to the promise

feel that not to Babylon, the golden

city, the mother of science and art and

commerce, and of idolatry and harlotries

and sorceries, do we look for the springs

of our religion and the hope of our sal-

vation, but to Jerusalem the Golden,

the city of the great King.

President Hall : We shall now have the

privilege of listening to the Rev. M. G.

Kyle, D.D., Frankford, Philadelphia. By

reason of his original investigations in his

department Dr. Kyle is entitled to speak as

a representative of Archaeology.

ADDRESS OF REV. DR. M. G. KYLE

"Unscientific Handling of the Facts of Archæology "

I

I have been introduced to you as an-

other of those dreadful specialists.

want you to note that they are not all

on the wrong side, not by a great deal.

You will have to allow us one privilege,

however, if we are to be specialists , the

privilege of being somewhat microscopi-

cal in method.

One of the fundamental errors of the

prevailing criticism is the illogical

handling of facts. The so-called "Mod-

ern view" fools itself with facts and then

tries to fool the people. We must credit

scholarly and seemingly candid

with real candor, and so, I say, they fool

themselves first and then fool the peo-

men

ple. Now, the Archæologist is a man of

facts. I see that a few of you look a

little incredulous at that, and it must be

confessed that Archæologists do some-

times theorize prodigiously . Neverthe-

less, the Archæologist's material in hand

is facts, things that other people have

done a long time ago and that have been

kept in hand or have been dug up in

these later days. We deal with facts.

However much we may theorize upon

them, the material is facts.

I wish to point out to you very briefly

some of the fallacies of the Higher

Criticism of the day in the handling of

these facts of Archæology. I am not to
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